10th WOMEN’S EUROPEAN HANDBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
EHF EURO 2012
Gold Medal Match

SUN 16 DEC 2012
Start Time: 17:00

Results
Match No: 47

NOR 31 - 34 MNE
(11 - 12) (13 - 12) (4 - 4) (3 - 6)

Referees:
MARIN LORENTE A. / GARCIA SERRADILLA I. (ESP)

Norway
Coach: HERGEISSRÖN Thórir
Time outs: 3

Montenegro
Coach: ADZIC Dragán
YC/RC Coach: 1/0
Time outs: 3

Attacks

LEGEND
% Efficiency 6mC 6m Centre Shots 9m 9m Shots 7m 7m Penalty Shots Wing Wing Shots
BT Breakthroughs FB Fast Breaks Ind. FB Individual Fast Breaks TO Turnover TP Time Played
G/Att. Goals / Attacks YC Yellow Cards RC Red Cards 2Min 2 Minute Suspensions
marked player number indicate ‘player award’
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